Function P-sets which is composed of function internal P-set and function outer P-set, is a function set pair and has dynamic and law characteristics. Based on function P-sets, this paper presents the concepts such as data law, F -data law, F -data law and bi-data law, and then F -data law theorem, F -data law theorem, bi-data law band theorem, data law recovery theorem, bi-data law identification theorem and law identification criterion are proposed. By using these results, teaching effect analysis is obtained and applications on bilingual education are given. Function P-sets is a new method in the research of dynamic data system.
Introduction
In 2008 when functions in function set Q are transferred out from Q , Q becomes function internal P-set F Q , on the other hand ,when functions out of Q are transferred into Q , Q becomes function outer P-set F Q , therefore function P-sets has dynamic characteristic. Moreover because function is law, so it also has law characteristic. Based on above content and features of function P-sets, the concepts of data law, F -data law, F -data law and bi-data law are proposed, the bi-data law band theorem, recovery theorem and identification theorem are given, and identification criterion of data law are put forward. Using these results, this paper gives teaching effect analysis modal (TEAM) and discusses application of TEAM on bilingual education in university. To facilitate the discussion and acceptance of the results, function P-sets and its simple structure are introduced into the following section as theoretical preparation. 2. Function P-sets and its structure Assumptions: V is a nonempty finite attribute universe,  is a nonempty finite attribute set in V . ( ) x T is a nonempty finite function universe of discourse, 
F Q is called function internal packet set of Q , called function internal P-set for short, moreover
and
if the attribute set
F Q is called outer function packet set of X , called outer P-set for short, moreover
and Q  is called F -function supplemented set, moreover
where
The set pair which is composed of function internal P-set F X and function outer P-set F X is called P-sets (packet sets) generated by the general function set Q , briefly called P-sets, moreover
where, the general set Q is called the ground set of ( , )
Theorem 2.1 (Dynamic characteristic theorem of function P-sets) Function set Q , its function internal P-set
and its function outer P-set
The relation theorem between P-sets and general set) suppose
Q Q is a function P-sets generated by a general function set Q , then 
Definition 2 ( ) p x is called the data law generated by Q , if ( ) p x is the polynomial function generated by data points
moreover
where (12) is the data points constituted by(11).
Definition 3 Suppose that
is called internal data law generated by 
, ,... ,...
x is generated via formula(10)-(12).
Definition 4 Suppose that
Where, ,
card=cardinal number. ( ) F p x is generated via formula (10)- (12).
Definition 5
The data law pair composed of ( )
x is call bi-data law generated by P-sets
15) According to definitions 1-5, the following theorems can be got. Theorem 3.1 ( F -data law theorem) If ( ) p x is data law generated by function set Q , then there exists an F -data law ( )
where, ( ) 0
x is the data law generated by
is the given finite function set and 
where, ( ) 0 
( )
The proof of theorem 3.3 can be easily obtained from formula (1), (4) and (13), so omitted. 
where, ( ) , ( ) Q are function outer P-set of function set Q . 
Theorem 3.7 ( F -data law recovery theorem of bi-data law) Given a bi-data law ( ( ) , ( ) )
Theorem 3.8 ( F -data law recovery theorem of bi-data law) Given a bi-data law ( ( ) , ( ) ) 
(24) Its proof is similar to the theorem 3.7, so omitted.
Teaching effect analysis
In this section 
then the two bi-data law cannot be identified, denoted by
where, UNI is brief expression of unidentification.
Theorem 4.2 If ( ( ) , ( ) )
are bi-data laws generated by function P-sets ( , )
Where, ( ) 
Theorem 4.3 If ( ( ) , ( ) )
are bi-data laws generated by function P-sets ( , ) 
Identification criterion of bi-data law
If the attribute sets ( , )
here the expression ( , ) ( , )
The following gives teaching effect analysis, for teaching process is similar to function P-sets.
There is teaching effect function set, denoted as 
